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Superb LDC! 

The Escort of Short and Heath on the road to victory on the  

Lake District Classic (Photo Tony North) 
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Topical Comment from the world of motoring 

At our last committee meeting it was agreed that there were now probably too many car shows and 

classic car tours.  When the Classic Weekend started the Saturdays event was the Caper and Canter, a 

tour of the Lakes with a number of autotests for the Caper and the same route with no tests for the 

Canter. At one point we were running 150 cars. In those days ,as well, the cars were all pre 74, or 

cars that were in production in 1974 if manufactured later, so the pool of cars was much smaller.  

Now there seems to be at least one classic or one make run in the Lakes every weekend, and some-

times more. It’s the same with Shows, there are a few that have been going for longer than our 30 

years but a lot that have come along more recently. For example on the 1st of July there are four 

shows vying for your attention within 50 miles of Carlisle. Each may have its own theme but ulti-

mately they appeal to the same people. By and large it’s the paying spectator who contributes most to 

the cost of the shows but does Joe Public want to go to more than one or two shows a year?  

You have to keep the show fresh with new ideas and themes, such as our autotests which are now 

copied by a few other shows. There are some of the vintage shows in Cumbria that have not changed 

over the years and the attendance of both vehicles and spectators has dropped. Bad weather is also a 

problem and that effects the turn out of cars and public. Our Classic and Motorsport Shows costs 

around £10k to put on and no one takes any payment from it, so imagine the finances of events where 

the staff are paid.  

We are hugely fortunate in that we have skilled organisers for our tours, most with of years of rally-

ing behind them, but there are just too many events chasing a limited number of participants; hence 

their financial viability comes into question. Our events are run to MSA regulations and with a Certif-

icate of Exemption, which gives us insurance cover, which most events don’t have.  

Of course for the car owner, the choice is great; he/she may say we did that show last year so we will 

got this this one this year and the same for the shows. It would be better to have fewer events with 

bigger entries. The markets has expanded which is not for the best, as well as all the genuine clubs, 

we have people jumping on the commercial bandwagon and then well meaning charities who are on 

the look out for a way of making money. Then you can add to that village 

shows, galas and carnivals!   

Obviously we are always striving to be ahead of the game so members in-

put with ideas, organisers, marshalling and supporting our main events is 

vitally important. 

GTF 
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Partners with Wigton Motor Club – please call 0844 

824 1135 and don’t forget to men)on your club 

when you do! 

July Pub Run 

July  4th 
 

The July Pub Run will start and finish at Bassenthwaite Sailing Club at Dubwath. 
The evening run will take the usual format of a 2 to 2.5 hour meander round our 
beautiful county, ending with a pie and peas supper and a desert. Tea and coffee 
included (£5 per head) The bar will also be open.  

So that we can plan ahead, it would be good if  prospective attendees would text 
me on 07818426848 or email dwandpnic@btinternet.com if they are planning to 
join us.   

Breakfast Meet at Lingholm,  

Portinscale by Derwentwater.   

Sunday 8th July.  Timing  9am to 11am.  

The cafe at Lingholm will offer a free hot drink with any hot food ordered, 

from a bacon or sausage sandwich upwards on presentation of a Wigton 

Motor Club membership card. Follow the signs on the road up to the top car 

park in front of the house at which point the lawn can be accessed. There is 

no cost for the event but please ensure you let me know you are bringing 

your old or interesting car in order that we know how many cars to expect. 

ronpalmer777@hotmail.com or phone 01228 575153. Please drive carefully 

on the lawn. 
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PG Tips 
Lots of rubbish in this month’s ramble….I’ve been to 2 events and hired a very memorable vehicle 

and the Saab is almost working properly, I hope! 

Scammonden Dam at the end of May was event 2 in my season and as ever Paul Eastwood brought 

along his Alfa 33 – it was also a bit of a Gilcrux village outing because I persuaded Paul Bowness to 

enter in his cut and shut kit car. To cut a long story short it was hot and sunny (shock!) and as men-

tioned in the main magazine last month Paul Bowness posted Fastest Time of the Day overall (FTD) 

and won a large plastic trophy. I went to Scammonden with the sole aim of going under 30 seconds 

and achieved it early on. Paul Eastwood also significantly improved on his time there from last year 

and all in all it was a good day out – slightly marred by trouble with the timing gear. It wasn’t the 

usual speed event type which meant only one car could be on the hill at a time and it missed a lot of 

cars coming through….including me twice. Paul E suffered a misfire which has since been diagnosed 

as a clogged fuel filter.  

June Barbon was next for us and various other Wigton stalwarts were present including Buckler leg-

end Keith Thomas. I haven’t been to Barbon in the dry for about 4 years so it was good to have a run 

up the hill and see what was possible. I was in the classic road car class along with Paul Eastwood 

and wasn’t fancying my chances much with a V8 Morgan and a 2.3 Chevette on the list. As it hap-

pened the Chevette and I were on roughly the same times all day battling for second place. I had a 

problem with a misfire that we accidentally diagnosed as a frayed crank sensor cable and with the 

assistance of Paul Bowness’s collection of stuff were able to fix. I managed to hang on to my 2nd 

place and reckon that in July if the weather stays dry I can possibly go quicker still if I can get round 

the hairpin in 2nd gear. Paul Eastwood came in 4th after knocking several seconds off his practice 

times and Paul Bowness had a hit and miss day…..running out of fuel on one run and finishing the 

day with a decent time but a broken fuel pump. The new paddock drainage and hard tracks at Barbon 

put in by Liverpool MC are a brilliant thing though and will undoubtedly help in future.  

In half term we went to Madeira and hired a car to get us to our accommodation. For me a holiday 
hire car should be cheap – I don’t need luxury when it’s sunny and I am off work – I need aircon and 
transport and that’s it (and I’m tight!). I therefore booked the cheapest hire car possible that I figured 
could get me and the family to our apartment with the luggage and then round the island thereafter. I 
booked a Chevrolet Spark which claimed to set 4 with 2 suitcases through the Jet 2 website with a 
company called Bravacar. When we landed the alarm bells started to ring when I found they didn’t 
have an office at the airport and after a long wait the world’s most battered Transit minibus arrived to 
collect us. After a 5 minute drive into a residential area we landed at the Bravacar offices – a house 
with lots of hard standing and 30 cars around it.  

Looking at a Chevrolet Spark and our suitcases I realised I had probably gone slightly too small to 
get us all to our apartment so I was relieved when the man told me that we had been instead given a 
Fiat Panda. He then showed us to the car and declared “it’s good – it has 1.2 engine” (imagine a Por-
tuguese accent….) – I wasn’t sure if he was looking at the same car as me at that point because we 
were stood next to a Panda that looked like someone had crashed it several times and not had it 
fixed! There was literally a dent in every panel and at least one scratch. Granted it was costing £12 a 
day to rent but I was expecting something presentable. The interior had stains and cigarette burns in 
it but bizarrely it had a mere 38000km on the clock and was a 2014 car. We rattled through the pa-
perwork in no time and he took a deposit that would probably have bought another similar car from 
my credit card and then we went for the official walk around……you know the one…where they 
mark down any imperfections on the car and get you to agree. To give the man his due he scribbled  
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all the way round the picture of the car as he walked round saying – “there is damage everywhere you 
see” so I couldn’t really argue. Following a brief stand off with Heidi (6 difficult years old) who did-
n’t want to sit on a stained seat, we managed to cram the cases in and set off. The car actually worked 
quite well and also could be slid round roundabouts with its tail out as I discovered the next morning 
when I went out to buy some bits and bobs for breakfast. The rear tyres could best be described as run-
ning low on tread, or possibly semi-slick! The best thing about the car is that the parking spaces at our 
accommodation were very tight…..people in nice tidy hire cars looked scared when we parked next to 
them – and we had no worries about our car getting damaged because it was already far too late. The 
car performed very well all week and we returned it just as we got it – very battered! Our deposit was 
returned and as there was no need for a follow up walk around the drop off was a quick process. I 
don’t think I will use Bravacar next time though!   

Peter 

Our Sponsored Young Guns! 
BTRDA Hartlepool 

Sunday 10th June saw the second round that the Wig-

ton Motor Club sponsored car of Jack Palmer was 

entered into. It had been a while since the car had run 

at  Curborough, Jack “got round to” changing the 

gearbox cluster on the Tuesday before the event and 

a quick run on Maryport on the Thursday evening 

showed it to be better than before. So onto the trailer 

for a 6am start across the A66. 

The Hartlepool round is held on a carpark in the town 

centre and the paddock is in the underground part of 

the carpark, this did get a bit full of carbon monoxide with all the cars running back and forwards 

through the day. Two tests were laid out with numerous changes of directions and a narrow layout 

suited to minis more than anything else. The overall winner was a mini special. 

Through the day each test was run 6 times with 

Jack getting clean runs on each attempt. The 

times fluctuated through the day with 4 seconds 

between the quickest and slowest. The nova of 

Warren and Kelsey Gilespie had to retire after 

engine troubles. So when the results came out 

Jack ended up 3rd in class out of 7 and 14th over-

all out of 22 finishers. In the overall champion-

ship Jack is lying 4th in class and 1st Junior. 

Not long to wait for the next event Sunday 24th 

of June sees us traveling to Demon Tweeks in 

Wrexham so more next month.    

Top photo by CRS Photosport  
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Club Championships Posi)ons at the end of June  
Club Championship Overall 

1. Peter Wright   93 pts 

2. Phil Hodgson    78 pts 

3. Rob Iveson    59 pts 

4. John Holliday   50 pts 

5. Chris Hunter   49 pts 

6.  Geoff Bateman   48 pts 

7=. Ian Cowan    47 pts 

7=. Jack Palmer   47 pts 

9. Brian Bradley   44 pts 

10. Geoff Rae    42 pts 

11.  

Ladies Club Championship 

1. Jacqui Raine     36 pts 

2. Fiona Tyson     25 pts 

3=. Karen Wright     23 pts 

3=. Abby Palmer     23 pts 

5=. Heidi Garstang     20 pts 

5=. Karina MacLean     20 pts 

 

Autotest Championship Overall 

1. Peter Wright   70 pts 

2. Phil Hodgson   56 pts 

3. Jack Palmer    47 pts 

4. Geoff Rae     42 pts 

5. John Holliday   40 pts 

6. Rob Iveson    35 pts 

7=. Dave Garner   31 pts 

7=. Geoff Bateman   31 pts 

9. Ian Cowan    29 pts 

10=. Willie Keening   25 pts 

10=. Terry Peat    25 pts 

FWD Autotest Championship 

1. Peter Wright   73 pts 

2. Terry Peat    25 pts 

3=. Geoff Rae    24 pts 

3=. Liam Charlton   24 pts 

3=. Jack Palmer   24 pts 

 

RWD Autotest Championships 

1. John Holliday   47 pts 

2. Geoff Bateman   44 pts 

3. Chris Hunter   25 pts 

 

FWD PCA Championships 

1=. Nigel Moffat   25 pts 

1=. Geoff Rae    25 pts 

3=. Dave Garner   24 pts 

3=. Steve Palmer   24 pts 

 

RWD PCA Championship 

1. Phil Hodgson    48 pts 

2. B. Iveson     25 pts 

3=. Angus Cowan    24 pts 

3=. Rob Iveson     24 pts 

 

Specials Autotest Championships 

1. Willie Keening   25 pts 

2. Murray Walker   24 pts 

3. Jack Palmer    23 pts 
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Marshals Championship Overall 

1=. Graeme Forrester    35 pts 

1=. David Agnew   35 pts 

1=. Eddie Parsons   35 pts 

1=. Maggy Bateman   35 pts 

5=. Mary Parsons   30 pts 

5=.  Steve Fishwick   30 pts 

7=. John Sloan    25 pts 

7=. Marian Sloan   25 pts 

7=. Ron Palmer   25 pts 

10. Stephen Palmer   20 pts 

 

It’s been a bit of a slow start to 2018 as far as the championship has been concerned, with the can-
cellation of one autotest and then the postponement of another due to inclement weather. However, 
at last, we have managed to have an event as David Agnew managed to rearrange the Black Beck 
autotest to the 14th June when fortunately the weather cooperated and the event was run off on a 
pleasant evening with the rain holding off until after all competitors had finished. The only unfortu-
nate thing of the evening was yours truly leaving the hood down on the MGF and not realising it 
had started to rain. A big thank you to the kind person who pulled the hood over for me and pre-
vented the seats from getting too wet. 

The results from Black beck have made a few changes to the tables with Peter Wright increasing his 
lead in the Club Championship to 15 points ahead of Phil Hodgson with Rob Iveson moving up into 
3rd place a further 19 points adrift. However, only 8 points separate the next 7 places so it looks as if 
there are going to be quite a few changes before the end of year. 

In the Autotest Championship Peter still leads from Phil but Jack Palmer has moved up in to 3rd 
place and could easily challenge the leaders later in the season if he continues at this rate. 

Peter and Phil are also leading their respective categories in FWD A/T and RWD PCA respectively 
with the RWD A/T and FWD PCA competitions being headed by John Holliday and Nigel Moffat. 
Specials is still being headed by Willie Keening but I suspect this will change once we get back on 
to tarmac and Rob and Jack get the Fiesta and Nova out again. 

Due to the print date for Start Line, the results of the Lake District Classic will be too late for inclu-
sion this month, however, the results for that, and Chris Hunter’s Whin Farm autotest will be in for 
next month’s report so watch this space! 

 

Geoff Bateman 

 

Robin Murray/Rob Grant in full 
flight on the LDC 

(Photo by Tony North) 
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The 102nd Indianapolis 500 

27 May 2018 
 

Thursday 24 May, 4 am. I pick up my son Matt and set off to Glasgow to catch the 9am United Air-
ways flight to Newark. After a frustrating 1 ½ hours at immigration we then had a long wait before 
the connecting flight to Indianapolis arriving at the hotel at 7pm (20 hours after setting off) 
 

Friday 25 May (my 60th birthday). I opened my cards and we took a taxi to the speedway to collect 
our tickets.   Friday was carburation day and the queues were building up fast even at 9am. After 
collecting our tickets we purchased our souvenirs (tee shirts, hats, programme, model cars). The or-
ganisers had printed flyers which had the cars and drivers in their race liveries as well as the starting 
grid. These were very useful as it made it easier to identify the cars as they flew past at over 225 
mph. 
We walked around part of the circuit, admired the local police cars (Dodge's) and walked along 
main street where A J Foyt has his race shop and looked at an indoor kart track which had  2 layouts, 
one being an oval,  before we went to “The Cheesecake Factory” for my birthday burger and cheese-
cake. 
When we arrived back at the hotel there was a card from the hotel with vouchers for complimentary 
breakfast. Very nice. 
 

On Saturday we went to downtown Indianapolis for the race procession along with 299,998 others. 
It began with a pipe band followed by police motorcyclists performing tricks before the main pro-
cession began. 

Cheerleaders, marching bands, floats, Chinese 
dragons, horses and carriages, the current and pre-
vious year’s pace cars, the Borg Warner Trophy, 
celebrities, film stars,  the drivers/ partners and 
children waving from open top cars. The whole 
show lasted 2 hours of which we had a grandstand 
view from a war memorial. The Americans know 
how to put on a show. 
 We then went to a burger restaurant where they 
were interested in us 2 Brits’ story and when I 
said it was a birthday treat, they gave us chocolate 
brownies and ice cream on the house. 
   
Sunday 27 May (Race day) dawned with local 
television broadcasting wall to wall coverage 
from 5 am. Our taxi picked us up at 8.15 and it 

took 1 ½ hours to travel the 5 miles to the speedway as opposed to the 15 minutes it took on Friday. 
I was wearing a tee shirt which was a present from my boss and his wife (Cliff & Cathy) which had 
“Indianapolis 500” on the front and “Chris 60” on the back. We took our seats, located at the start of 
the final straight, with the temperature already in the high 80's. 
We were in position to see the cars being pushed to the grid, the delivery of the green flag by heli-
copter, historic race car laps, introduction of the drivers, singing of “America the Beautiful”, “God 
Bless America”, “Back Home In Indiana” and the national anthem which was sung by Kelly Clark-
son. I had downloaded the words and it caused great amusement when I pulled out the paper and 
sang along. “Have you forgotten the words?  ”No, I'm English” was my reply! 
Matt commented “How many songs do they need?”   
A large fleet of Chevy trucks paraded military veterans around the circuit before champions includ-
ing Mario Andretti, A J Foyt, Johnny Rutherford, Dario Franchitti and Rick Mears were driven 
around. 
A stealth bomber flew over before the immortal words: “Drivers - start your engines”. 
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The temperature was now 91 degrees, the hottest race since 1937 when the 4 laps behind the pace car 
began. This year’s pace car was a Chevrolet Corvette ZR1 which is capable of 219 mph. This was 
driven by Victor Oladipo, who plays basketball for Indianapolis, followed by the 2 seater Indy car 
driven by Mario Andretti. 
As each lap went by, the crowd got more excited and was at fever pitch when the race started.   
From our seats we could see the exit to turn 3, turn 4, the start of the final straight and the pit lane en-
trance. 

The accidents between Takuma Sato/James Davidson 
and Sebastien Bourdais were in full view of us  
 

whilst Helio Castroneves and Sage Karam crashed just 
in front of us. The speed and professionalism of the 
course workers was impressive. They were at the scene 
of the incident in their Chevy trucks almost before the 
crashes had ended. 
 

Matheus Leist caught fire in the pits and the car was still 
burning as he exited the pit lane. 
On lap 188, Tony Kanaan crashed bringing out the final 
safety car. 
Oriol Servia was leading followed by 2 Brits, Stefan 
Wilson and Jack Harvey when the track went green on 

lap 192. Oriol pitted and Matt and I went crazy as Stefan led Jack, unfortunately it was not to last as 
they pitted with 2 laps to go for a splash and dash leaving Will Power to win his first 500 and Roger 
“The Captain” Penske his 17th. 
I was happy as I have a great respect for “The Captain”. 
 

Admittedly this year was not a vintage but the sight of the cars, 3 and sometimes 4 abreast, at 240 mph 
is impressive and will live with me for a long time. 
 

 

One downside was when Danica Patrick crashed, there 
was some cheering which neither Matt nor I enjoyed 
hearing. 
I must admit my boy predicted the accidents of both 
Danica and James Davidson as, before both happened, 
he said, “They are struggling, I can see a crash happen-
ing” - the prophet of doom was correct in his forecast. 
Anyway, elated, we struggled to find a taxi, but we man-
aged eventually to get back to moisturise 

our burning skin and watch the highlights on the televi-
sion. 
 

 

 

Monday afternoon we flew to Chicago for 4 nights, our departing flight taking us directly over the 
speedway.   
In Chicago we ate at another Cheesecake Factory, ate Chicago Pizza, went up 103 storeys of the Willis 
tower (formerly the Sears Tower), went on a crime tour to discover about Chicago's shady past (Al Ca-
pone, John Dillenger, St Valentine’s day Massacre etc) 
 

Our hotel was located in a nice area and nearby were car showrooms for Bentley, Lamborghini, Rolls 
Royce, Tesla, BMW and Honda. We also saw the sign designating the start of Route 66.    
Finally we headed  to New York for 4 nights where we walked over the Brooklyn Bridge, ate a Brook-
lyn pizza, paid our respects at the 9/11 memorial museum, went up 102 floors of the One World tower 
and attended a music festival on Randells Island. 
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On hearing our English accents, the Ameri-
cans could not work out where we were from 
and had not heard of the Lake District. They 
were, on the whole, pleasant and interested 
in why and what we were there for and what 
did we think of the royal wedding and had 
we watched it? Sorry to say that, although I 
am a great royalist, I was busy that day and 
had missed it. 
 

All in all it was a fantastic holiday and both 
of us have many great memories!     
 

Chris Leece 

 

              
 

 

Our Sponsored Young Guns! 
 

After a very busy time re-shelling  Sam’s car it 
was time for rounds 5 and 6 of the millers oils 
mg trophy taking place on the Silverstone GP 
circuit. Since the last event we were ap-
proached by Preptech ,one of the top teams in 
the championship, who were keen for Sam to 
race our car under their banner. We agreed as 
they have a wealth of set up data , as well as 
having good spares and mechanical back up 
on event. 

 Testing went well on Friday, we found a good 
set up and posted some very fast times, the car 

ran  well other than shearing a front hub which was quickly repaired. Qualifying was on Saturday morn-
ing, with one race that afternoon and a second race on Sunday. Sam drove really well putting the car on 
class pole for both races. Race one came and Sam made an excellent start taking the class lead and was 
in amongst the cars from the class above after lap one. On the next lap he began to suffer gearbox prob-
lems, and was unable to use second gear for the remainder of the race, he still managed 2cnd in class 
after a good scrap. We replaced the gearbox and clutch overnight for race two. Once again Sam made a 
good start and took the lead, he made a small mistake at village corner allowed two close persuers to 
overtake him. Sam retook the lead at the same corner on the next lap, coming onto the pit straight he 

suffered a diff failure, sadly that was game 
over. A very disappointed Sam had to watch 
the rest of the race from the marshals post . 

  Overall it was a good event, we have excel-
lent pace, the set up is good and we can’t wait 
for the next event at Donnington in July. 

     We were very pleased to see Wigton mem-
ber Chris Harris at Silverstone, and if any 
members want to come and see us at the Don-
nington meeting on July 14 and 15th we will 
have a few spare tickets. 

 Alternatively the Silverstone races will be 
shown on Motors TV in the near future . 

Bill,Michelle and Sam Kirkpatrick  
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Diversions 
We have been visiting Bulgaria twice a year for the last twelve years and it’s been fascinating to 

see how the country has developed so fast with a thriving economy and affluent middle class. In-

deed in the cities and resorts you could be anywhere in Europe. That’s slightly sad as some of the 

quirkiness was endearing. This year we did not see, or smell, a single Trabant and even Ladas and 

Skodas are now quite rare other than out in the villages.  

Bulgaria has had massive funding from the EU for infra structure development with lots of road 

building, quite the best bus shelters I’ve even seen (!) and lots of tourist related projects.  

What is interesting is the speed at which they build roads. The main coast road along the Black Sea 

is being progressively upgraded to dual carriageway. They try and do the work during the winter so 

as not to disrupt tourism (try telling that to Cumbria CC!). In October they started on a new 12 kil-

ometre bypass of one of the towns with associated junctions . It was opened by the Prime Minister 

on June 15th. They have plenty of workers and they don’t seem bothered by H&S constraints. 

They get it done. 

Around 18% of the working age population work abroad (mainly Germany and the UK), although 

this is a smaller percentage than four other EU countries with Romania being at the top of the list. 

This is actually leading to a shortage of workers in Bulgaria. On the coast they were short of 3,500 

at the start of the season and shipping in bus loads of Moldavians! 

On the motoring front the new middle class like their cars big, black and German so if you are an 

BMW or Audi dealer you will be come very rich quickly! They don’t bother with the smaller mod-

els either! Most of the rest of the cars on the road are what you would see anywhere although 

SUVs are not that popular but booted cars are so you get things  like Renault Cymbols which are 

booted Clios.  

Usually our hire car has been variations of Renaults with odd quirks like automatic handbrakes and 

keyless starting which takes a while to get used to. We once had an Alfa Romeo, it made a nice 

noise but that was all that could be said for it. Bits kept falling off!  This year we had a Dacia Step-

way, I was impressed, certainly better than its Renault cousins, air con, sat nav, electric windows, 

etc, it was a 1.5 diesel and was quite brisk and felt quite solid.   

Filling stations are also being built at a great rate to keep up with the increased car ownership and 

again they seem to get them up and running with the usual shops and café in a few months. They 

also have attended service and you get your windscreen washed as well.  There is quite a variety of 

fuel available including 100 Plus octane although I wonder what needs that other than the few su-

per cars that turn up at the Marina on Saturday nights! 

I’ve not managed to get to any motoring events as yet. Time Attack is popular and there are a few 

rallies and hill climbs and the odd race meeting and karting is strong. There are a few classic tours 

and shows starting up but mostly further inland. 

GTF 
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 Lake District Classic and Targa Rallies 2018 

        Award Winners 
   

Award Car No Crew 

HISTORIC     

1st F2 1 Hendry/Couser 

1st H1 3 Metcalf/Marsden 

2nd H2 8 Slingsby/Fox 

1st P1 12 Sloan/Sloan 

2nd P1 9 Byrne/Byrne 

1st P2 14 Boardman/Broadbent 

2nd P2 23 Griffiths/McEvoy 

3rd P2 17 Douglas/Douglas 

1st C1 26 Mackay/Mackay 

1st C2 31 Kirk/Oates 

2nd C2 27 Craig/Craig 

1st D2 33 Bradley/Marsden 

1st OA 28 Short/Short 

2nd OA 10 Tyson/Harrison 

3rdOA 25 Marsden/Garstang 

      

TARGA     

1st T1 34 Wright/Stamper 

2nd T2 35 Lawson/Todd 

1st T2 46 Iveson/Robertson 

2nd T2 50 James/Howe 

3rd T2 41 Gleave/Gleave 

1st OA 47 Bowness/Bowness 

2nd OA 42 Place/Parker 

3rdOA 49 Hunter/Tyson 

Full report and photos in the August Start Line 
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Welcome to the following new members and we hope that you will enjoy our 

events and social activities. 

David Buoy from Glencaple     Ian Marsden from Newcastle 

Chris Warden from Tobermory    Ian Mills from Earby 

David Bell from Edinburgh     Mike Kirk from Tarbert 

Pete Tyson from Sandside     Neil Harrison from Sedgwick 

Nick Murphy from Kendal     Mar?n Oates from Oxenholme 

Anthony Tindall from Thornthwaite   David Smith from Mellor 

Ernest Calvert from Skipton     Bryan Smith from Steeton 

Rod Brereton from Sough     Alan Hunter from Crossthwaite 

Kinsley Iball from Leeds     Richard and Andrew Whi@aker from South Shi 

Peter Whitaker from Barnoldswick    Simon Boardman from Padiham 

Stephen Broadbent from Galgate    Mar?n Oglesby from Ribchester 

Rod Carter from Carnforth     Stephen McEvoy from Broughton in Furness 

Rosemary Douglas from Craigsford    Jon Lawson from Sunderland  

Richard Todd from Caldbeck     Jim McDiarmid from Kendal 

David Ruddock and Paula Brown from Raskelf  Myles and Hugh Gleave from Preston 

Ryan Parker from Walden 

For most of you this will be your first magazine and we really hope that you will enjoy reading it. 

For any changes or queries about membership please contact Maggie Bateman on 01697349919  

or by email at wmcmemsub@outlook.com 

Cumbria Classic & Motorsport Show  August 19th 

We need around 60 marshals during the day, it’s not continuous so 

plenty of time to enjoy it. You also get a special limited edition polo 

shirt as well. 

Email Graeme on gtfmg@yahoo.co.uk if you can help. 
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                                              BRILLIANT BARBON 
Barbon in June 2018 will surely go down in history 

as one of its best events held in the last decade and a 

turning point in the fortunes of the venue because 

foul weather last year washed all the organising 

clubs hard work literally down the drain. Well it 

would have washed it down the drain had there 

been any but as there wasn’t it turned the paddock 

into a very inglorious mud bath resulting in the 

meeting having to be abandoned, there was no other 

option. 

This past year the organisers, Liverpool Motor Club 

and Kirby Lonsdale Motor Club, have spent 

£10,000 installing a superb land drainage system 

that looked capable of coping with a monsoon, this has been installed by a drainage contractor who 

was not only an expert in his field, no pun intended but, as an ex Formula 3000 competitor, a guy who 

is well aware of the low ground clearance and specific needs of a racing car trying to drive across a 

field. To facilitate this a road has been constructed right across the paddock enabling all vehicles to be 

able to move freely whether a racing car or a tow car and trailer, this was a vast improvement well ap-

preciated by all.  

Did the drainage system work? Well it was such a hot sunny day people were more in danger of get-

ting sunstroke, but no one minded about that, organisers, competitors and spectators had a fantastic 

day just like the long hot summer days everyone somehow seems to remember fondly as a child, this 

time it was for real not just a figment of imagination. 

As if to celebrate this glorious day the bells of St Bartholomew’s church rang out on the wonderful 

June Saturday, a sound that hadn’t been heard for a long time as the bell tower had been in drastic 

need of repair. This restoration having just been completed featured prominently in the recent TV pro-

gramme “Yorkshire Dales and the Lakes” narrated by well-known poet and wordsmith from Barnsley, 

Ian MacMillan. Uniquely in the world of campanology one of the bell ringers is a youngster only ten 

years old so small he must stand on a crate to reach the bell rope, but reach he did and Barbon was not 

only a glorious sight but this wonderful setting was enhanced by a glorious sound. 

However bells were not the only sounds drifting across this pastoral scene that hasn’t really changed 
much in the last century, the PA system would summon drivers to the start line and suddenly a ca-
cophony of internal combustion engines would burst into life and a mixture of sounds from the di-
minutive Austin 7s in the standard class with their noisy crankshaft rattling engine to the higher rev-
ving  tuned saloon and sports car then even higher revving of the motorcycle engined racing cars 
would signal the launch of another batch about to tackle the hill.  

Some of the most interesting cars at Barbon were the Austin 7s competing in the championship name 
after the works driver Bert Hadley who achieved remarkable results and unbelievable speeds compet-
ing in races and hill climbs with Austin 7s. 

Cars varied from fairly standard machines to little screamers that howled up the hill some of them 

capable of revving to 8000rpm. One of the best engine tuners of these cars is Terry Griffiths and he 

willingly showed Ian Cowan, Eric Smith, myself and others the modifications he had done to make 

the car so stable and fast. Likewise, another driver Peter Pearson in the Austin Wragg Special that he 

has competed in for 25 years was equally forthcoming on how to build a competitive machine. These 

guys are at the top of their class yet are prepared to show how to build a car that may possibly beat 

them, that is what club motorsport is all about  
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Classes were unusual to say the least, there were many classes for kit cars of varying engine sizes plus 

motorcycle engines, cars with non- ferrous chassis i.e. Lotus Elises. The Caterham of Phil Hallington 

was in up to1700cc class, Chris Hodgson with a 1600cc Westfield 11 that is a Lotus 11 lookalike but 

with a turbo was in over 1700cc class as was local Snap on Tool dealer Les Goulding from Penrith 

with his 1800cc Westfield. He had need of some of the tools he sells as he had a nibble at the Armco 

and straw bales at the hairpin when he left his braking a touch too late, Duck tape is a wonderful prod-

uct isn’t it, Les? 

Harry Moody’s newly rebuilt Westfield having 

dropped a valve recently was still in dry dock so to 

speak so very conveniently he pulled his other track 

day car out of the garage, a Honda Civic type R, to 

run in the modified saloon car class with opposition 

from Geoff Harkness of Carlisle in a Corsa and Paul 

Barker from Braintree in a Toyota MR2 MK1. How 

a Toyota MR2 masquerades as a saloon car I am not 

sure as there was a class for ”2 and 4-seater 

sportscars up to 2000cc”.  

Paul Bowness who put up FTD recently was in a yet 

another kit car this time a 1400cc motorcycle en-

gined MK Indy, he posted a 26.47, his rivals Chris Boyd and Bob Bellarby posting 25.8 and 25.98 so 

very close competition indeed. Jim McDiarmid in his 1397 Force hurtled up in a 24.78 to FTD with 

second place guy Craig Powers OMS doing a 25.49. 

Originally there was only one class for all classic cars from the year dot up to 1987 so after submitting 

my entry I queried this as other “Revival” events are now getting capacity entries but have a totally 

different class structure. The ever-helpful organisers explained they were the rules of the various 

championships this event was a qualifying round of but to their credit they added some more classes 

of their own then said they would add more if sufficient entries came in. They agreed they would in-

vestigate the class structure for the future as they want lots of older cars to compete for spectator inter-

est. 

Class 6A was for Classic cars, Classic Racing cars and Road going cars registered between 1962 and 

1987 a strange amalgam of classes which could have pitched a standard 1962 Austin 850cc mini sa-

loon against a 7 litre Lola or GT40 had any been entered. There was no capacity split either so the 

1275cc Cooper S of Mike Garstang, the 1396cc Skoda Estelle of Peter Garforth, Paul Eastwood’s 

1500cc Alfa 33 and several other similar cars were up against not only the 2279cc of Jim Wright’s 

Chevette HS but also the beautifully prepared Morgan V8 of Martin McHugh who had 3900cc at his 

disposal. 

Mr. Garforth pedalled his Estelle hard and with a fantastic time of 31.72 pipped Jim’s Chevette on 

31.93 by 0.21 however, as they say size matter, and it certainly did as Martin McHugh’s Morgan did a 

28.18, a full 3 secs faster than Peter’s Skoda so the big Morgan duly won the class although most sim-

ilar capacity cars were quite closely matched. John Willis making a welcome comeback to competing 

was entered in yet another class for “Modified production cars” up to 1400cc in his 1380cc Metro as 

was Colin Duncalf in a1380cc Mini. John won the class with a time of 35.34, Colin was on 38.28 but 

there were even more mini variants in yet another class, that one for “Modified saloon cars up to 

1400cc”. Michael Huddlestone in a 1330cc Mini and Richard Derrick had entered a 1275GT bored 

out to 1380cc, in my opinion all these cars should be in one class as times were close and it would add 

much more interest and excitement watching the finish clock for times both for spectators and com-

petitors alike. 
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The bigger engine cars were entered in “Modified saloons over 1400, but David Granger must find his 

Clio 172 with 1997cc a bit docile as he sometimes competes in his ferocious GT40 replica with its 

much bigger engine, Honda Integra’s are becoming very popular these days as Alex Thornton, Michael 

Thornton and Ian Butcher were using these rather nice-looking machines.  

Chris Spencer’s Scarab Formula Vee looks as unlike a VW Beetle as its possible to get but all the me-

chanical parts apart from the chassis itself originated in Wolfsburg, the massive VW factory in northern 

Germany in the late 1960s or early 70s. I had the privilege of looking around that gigantic plant in 1966 

as a young steelworks’ apprentice on a German exchange scheme living and working in Germany for 

three months.  My first car was an old Beetle with a split rear window, LHD, manufactured   in the 

1948/49 era and bought from Micky Harper of Workington with £15 my grandma gave me as a present. 

I never realised at the time how sought after and unique this car would become but all I wanted was a 

better car, so it changed hands and I sold it to Andrew Ferguson of Whitehaven probably getting back 

my £15. I was by now in a better financial situation so able to invest £25 on a newer Beetle, still a very 

old one that I think I purchased from Bob Martin (who many of you will know from United Steels So-

cial Organisation Motor Club or the USSO MC as it was known. None of my engines looked or sound-

ed like Chris’s I must admit. 

Classes are something to consider for next year I hope but give the organisers, especially Liverpool MC 

chairman John Hardon in particular, great credit for adding three more classes after the initial regs first 

came out and being very willing to listen to any constructive suggestions to improve the event for the 

future.  

The newly constituted class I was in for pre-1962 cars consisted of two Bucklers one being Graham Cur-

wen’s from Pilling near Preston, a 1953 mark 5 model reg no PTJ 98, my 1953 similar car Reg No 

BEC542 and the lovely 1930s Riley Special of John 

Hunter from Harrington making up the third car in the 

class.  Sadly, some people who would have liked to have 

competed in their Austin 7s, a Frazer Nash and a couple of 

other interesting cars were on holiday or doing other non- 

motoring events. 

In 1954 Buckler PTJ98 competed at Barbon against other 

newly built Bucklers of those days TTB99 and BEC 542;  

PTJ98 won its class. TTB 99 in the intervening years has 

gone missing but the other two cars 54 years later returned 

to continue the competition and again PTJ98 came out vic-

torious winning not only the class but going home with the 

scrutineer’s award for the best prepared car in the event, both awards were very well deserved.  

In 1954 PTJ was owned by Graham Curwen’s dad and driven by John Cookson who was later to be-

come a works driver for TVR. John did in fact design the TVR marque logo. 2018 saw Graham Cur-

wen, having bought the car back after ownership by several other people in the intervening years, have 

it totally restored then drove the car himself again to a class win.  Graham was also racing his ex Fraser 

Graham Van Damien Formula Ford and he and another competitor tied with exactly the same fastest 

time for their class. The organisers didn’t use the count back system to determine the winner but gave 

both drivers an award for first in class which is a very sensible arrangement. What a great event this had 

been for our man from Pilling carrying off so many premier awards from one event. 

The mechanical restoration has been meticulously carried out by a superb craftsman, Dave Harwood of 

RSM Motorsport from White Lund Industrial estate Morecambe, ably assisted by his wife Julie. The 

wonderful body was constructed using an English wheel and painted by John Wareing who is based on  
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Caton Road in Lancaster and more used to spending his working time as a plant fitter. They all live lo-

cally to Graham and great credit to them all for this stunning restoration.  

Final tuning was done by Ernie Larton of LED Motorsport who transformed a rough running engine in 

no time at all according to Graham into the powerful sweet runner it was at Barbon.  Ernie is a lovely 

guy but much more importantly he knows carburettors inside out and keeps various jets and needles 

neatly to hand.  I will be making a journey to LED Motorsport in Morecambe with my car in the very 

near future.  

Many years ago Harry Radcliffe at British Vita Racing in Littleborough transformed my lumpy rough 

running Twin cam Escort with Cosworth L1 cams etc into a flexible torquey engine giving much more 

power but it required re-jetting the carbs, changing plugs and even stripping out the cams then using 

offset dowels to adjust the valve timing. I came away after 4 hours work by Harry with an increase in 

power from 120BHP to 160BHP and a much more tractable engine. Buying four hours of Harrys time 

was well worth the money and watching him puff away on his curly pipe whilst dealing with petrol in 

the Twin Weber’s was excitement in itself, especially when a deep draw of the pipe lit up the tobacco 

to a very red glow.   

This was in preparation for the 1975 RAC Rally to which we had won a free guaranteed entry because 

we had won the Clubman’s class on the 74 RAC, getting an entry on the RAC in those years was a feat 

in itself unless you were an FIA graded works driver so for us it was nothing short of a miracle know-

ing we would definitely get accepted. Sadly, we didn’t finish the 75 event as the gearbox stuck in top 

gear in the middle of Cirencester park in the dark so no real chance to complete the stage.  I managed 

to get reverse so initially I tried to reverse the car out of the remaining 3 miles of stage but it was too 

dangerous for us and other competing cars so our rally ended there in rural Gloucestershire.  

 BEC 542 was built and driven in the 1954 event by Windermere resident Norman Hammond but in the 

2018 event was driven by myself. I have owned the car since 2002 and campaigned it all over the 

country since its very hurried restoration in 2004 to get it back to Barbon to compete again 50 years 

after its competition debut there. My grateful thanks go to my mate Alan Smith the man who makes 

Clupets piston rings for many historic cars as without his help it would be doubtful I could have fin-

ished   the car in time and it may have missed its 50th anniversary. On June 18th it was 65 years since 

it was first registered so is it now officially a pensioner? 

The picturesque village of Barbon has been host to hill climbs since just after the war but as standards 

at other venues has improved Barbon had been rather left behind, last year when the horrendous rain 

ruined the meeting the MSA decreed that, to retain the entitlement to hold a British Hill Climb Cham-

pionship round in future, something must be done.  So, with a small grant from the MSA and borrow-

ing money from Liverpool Motor Club the work was carried out, now completed it should ensure the 

venue remains one of the most popular ones in the hill climb calendar for years to come. 

Thank you to all the hardworking marshals and officials that put in so much effort, it was truly appreci-

ated, next event is on Saturday July 7th which is a round of the British Hillclimb Championship as 

well as a great NAT B event for clubmen, will you be there, Barbon certainly deserves your support. 

Keith Thomas. 

I tried to find how all the Wigton guys had done but as the results or the programme don’t have any-

one’s clubs listed it is quite difficult, so apologies to anyone I’ve missed off. In future please come and 

say hello and let me know your competition number and the car you are driving please. 

Keith. 
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‘Rose and Thistle’ one day tour.  

Saturday 18
th

 August,   

Starts at Brewers Fayre, Premier Inn, Cockermouth and visits the 

Lakeland Motor Museum en route. Entry forms available now from 

Ron or Wigton MC website now. ronpalmer777@hotmail.com  or 

01228 575153 

Cumbria Classic & Motorsport Show 

Sunday, August 19th 

All the usual classes plus featured classes for Sprites/Midgets,  

Land Rovers, Escorts and Citroen 2CV 

This year there is a specific entry form for the WMC club display for 

compe))on cars and excep)onal cars. This is so we can plan the 

display in advance. 

Entry forms on the website. 

Marshals needed as always 
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Shelsley Walsh XK70 Hill Climb     

Marian Sloan reports 

We decided at first that we weren’t going to go in case one of us got any ideas above his station. 
However, the hill climb circuit was only seven miles from our holiday destination (Worcester in case 
you’re interested – we know how to live……) so it seemed a wasted opportunity, apparently, not to 
spend £50 of the hard earned pension on a day’s motoring entertainment even if it meant we would 
have to forfeit lunch for the rest of the century – well the husband would anyway.  
 

We’d had a rather trying few days, vehicle wise, and I had wondered if it was ever going to be safe to 
venture out on the road again.  What with the near death experience of driving through Loweswater 
into the path of a rotund Chinese chap driving a car far too big for him to see over the steering wheel 
and waiting patiently whilst he took a chunk out of the rear bumper of the husband’s Audi and caved 
in three panels of his hired Ford Kuga. And then having to deal with the husband’s utter disbelief 
when he discovered that I was in no way to blame for the incident.  But, sweet revenge, when he (the 
husband) evened up the score by clattering the same bumper, opposite side, on the garden gate post – 
thank you, God, thank you.  And I haven’t even begun to mention the most disturbing brown trouser 
moment of the week whilst driving through Cockermouth in the Landy.  Everything was progressing 
normally, it was a hot day and I was discussing with the husband the merits of a caramel Magnum 
versus a double chocolate Cornetto.  Suddenly all hell broke loose.  An approaching wagon, with side 
curtains flapping wildly in the breeze, despatched a half  tonne pallet truck onto my side of the car-
riageway right in front of me.  So I stood on everything and hit it head on, with the A frame taking 
the impact, before I proceeded to reduce it to scrap metal by driving over it.  Of course I jumped out 
and immediately started effing and blinding like a fishwife for the benefit of the rapidly growing 
crowd of onlookers.  I then had to apologise profusely to the elderly couple in the car following the 
wagon who had recorded it all on their dash cam.  Anyway the cops turned up and sent the wagon 
driver to stand in the dunce’s corner whilst the wreckage was retrieved and I got over my attack of 
the vapours.  The Landy didn’t look too bad on first inspection but one of the track rod end linkages 
was subsequently found to be bent along with inner and outer wing damage, the A frame was trashed 
and so was the front bumper and spotlights.  The bill for £3K did not include the dry cleaning……  
The worst of it was the police have decided against prosecuting the wagon driver – anyone driving a 
less substantial vehicle than a Defender, or if a pedestrian or cyclist had been hit, then they could 
have been killed or severely injured.  Compared with someone getting a massive speeding fine where 
no 3rd party is involved seems grossly unfair if you ask me.  (Sorry, can’t mention any names..…) 

 

Anyway – I will get off my high horse and get back 
to Shelsley Walsh. 
I have never seen so many XK 120s, 140s, 150s, C 
Types, D Types and E Types in my entire life – every 
colour, original or not, and from all over the world 
lined up in glamorous serried ranks – it was glorious 
– and that included the weather.  There was dancing 
in the Courtyard and guest interviews with the great 
and good from the world of Jaguar and even a fash-
ion show and a glamour tent for the less mechanical-
ly minded amongst us.  Not that the husband needed 
any wardrobe advice, of course – if he can’t wear 
those strange blue checky shorts of indeterminate 
length accompanied by a pair of long woolly socks 
on holiday then when can he? Never, is the obvious 

answer.   
 

Of course, if you own a pristine Jaguar worth in excess of £250K then you are unlikely to want to 
trash it for the sake of entertaining a paying audience, are you?  So lots of drivers drove in practice as 
if they were on a Sunday school outing rather than making any real attempt at unbridled racing.  Most  
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competitors achieved around the 40 second 
time mark on a hill where the record is 22 sec-
onds. You know the saying “from the sublime 
to the ridiculous”?  Well, a sublime Lister 
Thunder 666 horse power 208mph Jaguar F 
Type matt black “stealth” rocketed away – god 
knows how he kept it on the track – to be fol-
lowed by the ridiculous…..  An electric Por-
sche Boxster.  Yes, you heard it right.  There 
were mutterings of “electric cars have a lot of 
torque” and “the shape of things to come” and 
quite a lot of baited breath…….  A complete 
unmitigated disaster. At best it was under-
whelming at worst it was an embarrassing 
damp squib.  There was a stunned silence, lit-
erally – because the Porsche didn’t make a 
sound – followed by everyone looking at each 

other in disbelief before falling about laughing.  It was like watching the telly with the sound off - the 
biggest disappointment of the day.  I’m with Nigel Wright on this – if the engine noise doesn’t make 
your eyeballs bounce then it ain’t cutting the mustard for me. And if it doesn’t have an exhaust it’s 
not a car - it’s a ludicrously expensive hair dryer. 
 

The afternoon’s racing gave us lots of oppor-
tunity to watch the more conventional and 
serious contenders.  On the first run Chris 
Ward in the lightweight E Type (1196 WK) 
knocked more than 5 seconds off the chap in 
second place in the pale blue XK 120 who 
had put in a very respectable score of just 
over 38 seconds. The second run for the E 
Type proved a bit more of a test – Chris Ward 
was going for it according to the commenta-
tor.  He clipped the apex of the corner which 
sent the car up the Crossing Bank and down 
again before the rear end lifted and then the 
front end lifted like Donald Campbell’s Blue-
bird.  We thought he was going to roll it but 
by some miracle it stayed upright minus at 
least one wheel and suspension assembly.  He 

attempted to carry on but a massive cloud of white smoke persuaded him that it was probably game 
over.  Chris Ward walked away unharmed but I think the damage would run into many thousands. 
And I expect his dry cleaning bill was considerably higher than mine.  Oh dear – goodbye no claims 
bonus.  Nothing like someone else’s problems to put your own into perspective is there …….? 

 

So most of us had a great day out and there are rumblings about one of us giving hill climbing a go in 
the Midget – no navigator required…….. 
 

Cheers! 
Marian Sloan (aka Maz) 
 

PS Chris Ward’s incident is on You Tube – “Shelsley Walsh Lightweight E Type June 2018” – worth 
a look if you like a bit of demolition derby! 
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Inside The Industry 

 

Mercedes & VW In Hot Water 

It hasn’t been a good month for these two German giants, First Merc were caught having fitted almost 

800,000 cars with illegal software that masks diesel emissions. They have agreed to recall the cars af-

ter “intensive negotiations” with the German government. Mercedes have for almost 3 years consist-

ently denied any suggestion that they had cheated like VW. It seems that by agreeing to the recall they 

have avoided the possibility of a big fine. 

Talking of big fines VW have been less lucky, They’ve just been hit with a 1 Billion Euro fine by Ger-

man public prosecutors. That’s about £880M. Their crime is having fitted illegal emissions cheat de-

vices to 10.7 M cars. VW have decided not to appeal. This is on top of the £4.3 Billion they paid to 

settle legal proceedings in the US. In total VW have set aside $30 Billion to cover fines, the cost of 

fixing cars, buying back cars, compensation to owners and dealers etc.  

And it’s not over yet. Prosecutors in Munich have widened their investigation into Audi to include 

chief executive Rupert Sadler, accusations being fraud and false advertising. Herr Sadler has now been 

arrested. Separately VW’s boss is accused of “marker manipulation” and Porsche’s chief faces the 

same. 

Seems Mercedes have got off lightly? 

Petrol, Diesel, Electric? 

It’s not easy for motorists to decide what will power their next car these days. Certainly new car buyers 

are moving away from diesel to petrol and hybrid or pure electric power. However the same isn’t true 

in the used market. The value of used diesels hasn’t fallen as many feared, demand remains strong cer-

tainly outside the South East. In the part of our business which sources used vehicles for independent 

motor dealers still around 75% of the cars requested of us are diesel. In fact there is a concern that the 

larger number of petrol cars now being sold new will struggle to find homes when they come onto the 

used market in a couple of years time because used buyers still find the better economy of diesels very 

attractive? 

However an increasing number of motorists say they will at least consider an electric or hybrid car the 

next time they buy. This time last year only 15% said they would look away from petrol/diesel, now 

it’s 30%. Only 28% said they “definitely wouldn’t” consider electric or hybrid. Concerns remain the 

same, cost, range, and recharge time and availability. 

Certainly a massive infrastructure investment is required to provide the number of charging points 

available. In the whole of the UK there are only just over 4000 publicly funded charging points. In the 

whole of Wales there are 33! Even London has only just over 500. 

Land Rover Move Production To Eastern Europe 

LR recently announced that next year they will move production of the Discovery model from Solihull 

to Slovakia. When they built that new plant they said that Disco production would be “shared” be-

tween the two factories. In fact Solihull’s share will be zero. They say that a new Range Rover model 

will be built at Solihull instead but nevertheless admit there will be job losses. 
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Lotus On The Up 

It’s a long time since I’ve written about Lotus, and previously it was always bad news. In fact I mostly 

thought that my next mention of them would be to bemoan their closure. Since they were bought by 

Chinese firm Geely who also own Volvo things have changed dramatically. Lotus are now almost 

profitable after years of losses. Around 100 more engineers have been recruited with another 100 to 

follow soon. And they’re working on new sports cars – and an SUV! A new sports car to replace the 

Exige and Evora arrives in 2020, and then a faster and more expensive supercar. Prices have risen and 

will continue to which will ensure profitability The Elise will go, Lotus ownership will start at around 

£70k. They will remain light and fast. Costs will be cut by using Volvo components for the “bits you 

don’t see” everything from wiring looms to airbags. 

Then in about 2022 we get what they insist on calling “a 4 door Lotus”, in fact an SUV. This will take 

Lotus sales from 1500 a year to over 3000. Target will be the Porsche Cayenne with prices in the £80-

£100000 range. We’re promised it will look, feel, and drive like a Lotus. 

Geely have done wonders with Volvo, almost doubling sales since they took over from Ford. Looks 

like they’re about to do the same with Lotus.   

Roll Royce Join The SUV Club 

Porsche started it with the Cayenne and now sell far more SUVs than they do sports cars. Since then 

just about every other sports and prestige manufacturer has followed. Jaguar, Bentley, Alfa Romeo, 

and Lamborghini have SUVs already. As reported above Lotus are working on one as are Ferrari 

(although they insist on calling theirs FUV). Aston Martin are building a whole new factory in South 

Wales to start making theirs next year, 

Recently Rolls announced the World’s most expensive SUV named the Cullinan after the World’s big-

gest diamond, the two largest cuts of which are in the Crown Jewels with 7 smaller cuts also owned by 

Her Maj. The car is pretty big too, a 2.6 ton monster, 5.4m long (almost 18ft), but with over 560 bhp to 

move it round it’s certainly not slow. Starting at around £275000 without extras (most RR owners 

spend over £50k on these) it’s about double the price of the Bentley Bentayga and treble a Ranger 

Rover, but there is already a queue headed by customers from the US, China, and the Middle East. 

Although few of these cars are likely to get muddy apparently off road capability is “competitive”. My 

only problem with it (apart from the fact I’m a touch short of the £300k needed) is that while the interi-

or is a thing of great beauty I at least think the outside is just ugly. Not that RR will lose sleep over my 

opinion! 

Tesla Making Progress But Facing Harsh Decisions 

It seems that Tesla have been promising to hit their target of making 5000 of their smaller Model 3 car 

for ever. It seems they’re at last getting close to that All parts of the production process are now run-

ning at over 500 units a day giving them over 3500 a week. “Some” parts are over the 700 units a day 

target. The ones that are lagging are pretty important ones including body production and painting. 

Great news for Tesla is that in May the Model 3 was the best selling mid-sized premium saloon in the 

US so outselling things like BMW 3 Series, Audi A4, and Mercedes C Class saloons. 

In spite of this good news Tesla are still a long way from making money and are starting to face up to 

the harsh realities of the car business. They also announced they are cutting about 95 of their work-

force, although not any involved in Model 3 production. Investors continue to back them but one won-

ders for how long unless the red ink turns black soon? 

 Paul Gilligan  

pg@gilliganvehicleconsulting.co.uk www.gilliganvehicleconsulting.co.uk  
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Andy’s Armchair 

Not so long ago a friend of mine managed to track down a car which his father had owned in the 
1970's.The poor thing was in a desperate state, virtually anything which could be re-used had been 
robbed from it and the shell itself was a pitiful sight, so rotten in fact that that when he got it home he 
had to build a jig to stop it collapsing into a heap of rust when he started to cut out the mass of rotten 
metal. Now said friend is an extremely handy lad and I'm pleased to say the car is now nearing com-
pletion and it'll certainly look better and be built to a higher standard than it was when it left the facto-
ry in 1973. 

The amusing twist to the story concerns a 50 pence coin which he remembers being given by his Gran 
while visiting her when he was about six. Anyway, he was playing with it in the back of the car and 
he managed to lose it down the side of the rear window, and it ended up he knew not where. Well he 
knows now, because as he was cutting away the rotten lower half of the shell he came across said coin 
wedged in a gap between two spot welds. It's now a treasured possession and will, in all probability, 
end up mounted on the dashboard where it'll act as a tangible piece of evidence showing a family link 
going back about 40 years. 

The TT week on the Isle of Man is taking place while I'm writing this and as usual I can't comprehend 
how they can get round a lap of that circuit at an average speed of over 134 miles per hour. The event 
claimed its first life after a crash in qualifying, and I'd not be at all surprised if more don't pay the ulti-
mate price before the end of the racing, yet year in year out they all go back, several of them this year 
hobbling on crutches to their bike before setting off to race on the circuit where they were injured last 
year. The whole event seems to be existing in a time many years ago, the circuit wouldn't pass any 
safety inspection for a Grand Prix or Moto GP, the riders probably would fail a medical and yet the 
enthusiasm, raw passion and craving for excitement of speed and danger shine through just as they 
must have done in all forms of Motorsport before the health and safety brigade got their claws into it. 
You just wonder how well Marc Marques or Lewis Hamilton, both paid multi million-pound salaries 
for tackling modern circuits would cope with a similar challenge. 

Poor old Kris Meeke after Citroen gave him his P45 for trying to make their car competitive in the 
WRC. Let's face it, the thing isn't capable of running at the front and to get it there our Irish hero was 
working at 110 %. There were really only two possibilities, namely "binning it" or winning with it. 
Now I've no doubt that Mr. M could have driven at 90% and had some top five finishes like his team 
mates, but no, he tried hard, and because of that he's out of a drive. Seems an odd state of affairs if 
you ask me and sends the wrong messages, not the sort of thing the Isle of Man brigade discussed 
above would see as a reasonable option. 

And finally, Monaco. As usual the race is advertised as the ultimate F1 event. It's shown live on ter-
restrial TV and from the amount of pre-race hype I saw it was obvious that Channel 4 were trying to 
attract the casual viewer. Well it must have backfired because what they served up was less exciting 
that watching the heats of the under 11 sprint races at the local athletics club. Money speaks, and sure-
ly that's the only reason this procession continues the GP calendar. How can something where win-
ning pole position virtually guarantees victory and any overtaking is restricted to pit stop strategy be 
described as a Grand Prix? It's obviously a difficult circuit to drive, but if you compare an F1 car 
round it and our rally driver I feel sure the latter is exhibiting more commitment and, in all likelihood, 
more skill. 

Ends 

AA 
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WMC events and other events of interest 

July 

   4th  Pub Run 

   7th  Barbon National Hill Climb (LMC) 

   8th  Breakfast Meet at Lingholme 

   8th  Greystoke Stages (no spectators) WCMSC 

   18th  Committee Meeting 

   25th  Grass Autotest at Branthwaite 

   28/29  Shelsley Walsh Classic  

August 

    1st  Pub Run 

   18th  Rose & Thistle Challenge 

   19th  Cumbria Classic & Motorsport Show 

Visit the Facebook page for the latest news or the webpage at 

www.wigtonmc.co.uk 

 


